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extends from hardware components such as disks and printers to software-defined
entities such as files, databases and data objects of all kinds. It includes the stream of
video frames that emerges from a digital video camera and the audio connection that a
mobile phone call represents.
The purpose of this chapter is to convey a clear view of the nature of distributed
systems and the challenges that must be addressed in order to ensure that they are
successful. Section 1.2 gives some illustrative examples of distributed systems, with
Section 1.3 covering the key underlying trends driving recent developments. Section 1.4
focuses on the design of resource-sharing systems, while Section 1.5 describes the key
challenges faced by the designers of distributed systems: heterogeneity, openness,
security, scalability, failure handling, concurrency, transparency and quality of service.
Section 1.6 presents a detailed case study of one very well known distributed system, the
World Wide Web, illustrating how its design supports resource sharing.

1.2

Examples of distributed systems
The goal of this section is to provide motivational examples of contemporary distributed
systems illustrating both the pervasive role of distributed systems and the great diversity
of the associated applications.
As mentioned in the introduction, networks are everywhere and underpin many
everyday services that we now take for granted: the Internet and the associated World
Wide Web, web search, online gaming, email, social networks, eCommerce, etc. To
illustrate this point further, consider Figure 1.1, which describes a selected range of key
commercial or social application sectors highlighting some of the associated established
or emerging uses of distributed systems technology.
As can be seen, distributed systems encompass many of the most significant
technological developments of recent years and hence an understanding of the
underlying technology is absolutely central to a knowledge of modern computing. The
figure also provides an initial insight into the wide range of applications in use today,
from relatively localized systems (as found, for example, in a car or aircraft) to globalscale systems involving millions of nodes, from data-centric services to processorintensive tasks, from systems built from very small and relatively primitive sensors to
those incorporating powerful computational elements, from embedded systems to ones
that support a sophisticated interactive user experience, and so on.
We now look at more specific examples of distributed systems to further illustrate
the diversity and indeed complexity of distributed systems provision today.

1.2.1

Web search
Web search has emerged as a major growth industry in the last decade, with recent
figures indicating that the global number of searches has risen to over 10 billion per
calendar month. The task of a web search engine is to index the entire contents of the
World Wide Web, encompassing a wide range of information styles including web
pages, multimedia sources and (scanned) books. This is a very complex task, as current
estimates state that the Web consists of over 63 billion pages and one trillion unique web
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Figure 1.1

Selected application domains and associated networked applications

Finance and commerce

The growth of eCommerce as exemplified by companies such as
Amazon and eBay, and underlying payments technologies such as
PayPal; the associated emergence of online banking and trading and
also complex information dissemination systems for financial markets.

The information society

The growth of the World Wide Web as a repository of information and
knowledge; the development of web search engines such as Google
and Yahoo to search this vast repository; the emergence of digital
libraries and the large-scale digitization of legacy information sources
such as books (for example, Google Books); the increasing
significance of user-generated content through sites such as YouTube,
Wikipedia and Flickr; the emergence of social networking through
services such as Facebook and MySpace.

Creative industries and
entertainment

The emergence of online gaming as a novel and highly interactive form
of entertainment; the availability of music and film in the home
through networked media centres and more widely in the Internet via
downloadable or streaming content; the role of user-generated content
(as mentioned above) as a new form of creativity, for example via
services such as YouTube; the creation of new forms of art and entertainment enabled by emergent (including networked) technologies.

Healthcare

The growth of health informatics as a discipline with its emphasis on
online electronic patient records and related issues of privacy; the
increasing role of telemedicine in supporting remote diagnosis or more
advanced services such as remote surgery (including collaborative
working between healthcare teams); the increasing application of
networking and embedded systems technology in assisted living, for
example for monitoring the elderly in their own homes.

Education

The emergence of e-learning through for example web-based tools
such as virtual learning environments; associated support for distance
learning; support for collaborative or community-based learning.

Transport and logistics

The use of location technologies such as GPS in route finding systems
and more general traffic management systems; the modern car itself as
an example of a complex distributed system (also applies to other
forms of transport such as aircraft); the development of web-based map
services such as MapQuest, Google Maps and Google Earth.

Science

The emergence of the Grid as a fundamental technology for eScience,
including the use of complex networks of computers to support the
storage, analysis and processing of (often very large quantities of)
scientific data; the associated use of the Grid as an enabling technology
for worldwide collaboration between groups of scientists.

Environmental management

The use of (networked) sensor technology to both monitor and manage
the natural environment, for example to provide early warning of
natural disasters such as earthquakes, floods or tsunamis and to coordinate emergency response; the collation and analysis of global
environmental parameters to better understand complex natural
phenomena such as climate change.
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addresses. Given that most search engines analyze the entire web content and then carry
out sophisticated processing on this enormous database, this task itself represents a
major challenge for distributed systems design.
Google, the market leader in web search technology, has put significant effort into
the design of a sophisticated distributed system infrastructure to support search (and
indeed other Google applications and services such as Google Earth). This represents
one of the largest and most complex distributed systems installations in the history of
computing and hence demands close examination. Highlights of this infrastructure
include:
• an underlying physical infrastructure consisting of very large numbers of
networked computers located at data centres all around the world;
• a distributed file system designed to support very large files and heavily optimized
for the style of usage required by search and other Google applications (especially
reading from files at high and sustained rates);
• an associated structured distributed storage system that offers fast access to very
large datasets;
• a lock service that offers distributed system functions such as distributed locking
and agreement;
• a programming model that supports the management of very large parallel and
distributed computations across the underlying physical infrastructure.
Further details on Google’s distributed systems services and underlying communications support can be found in Chapter 21, a compelling case study of a modern distributed system in action.

1.2.2

Massively multiplayer online games (MMOGs)
Massively multiplayer online games offer an immersive experience whereby very large
numbers of users interact through the Internet with a persistent virtual world. Leading
examples of such games include Sony’s EverQuest II and EVE Online from the Finnish
company CCP Games. Such worlds have increased significantly in sophistication and
now include, complex playing arenas (for example EVE, Online consists of a universe
with over 5,000 star systems) and multifarious social and economic systems. The
number of players is also rising, with systems able to support over 50,000 simultaneous
online players (and the total number of players perhaps ten times this figure).
The engineering of MMOGs represents a major challenge for distributed systems
technologies, particularly because of the need for fast response times to preserve the user
experience of the game. Other challenges include the real-time propagation of events to
the many players and maintaining a consistent view of the shared world. This therefore
provides an excellent example of the challenges facing modern distributed systems
designers.
A number of solutions have been proposed for the design of massively multiplayer
online games:
• Perhaps surprisingly, the largest online game, EVE Online, utilises a client-server
architecture where a single copy of the state of the world is maintained on a
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centralized server and accessed by client programs running on players’ consoles
or other devices. To support large numbers of clients, the server is a complex
entity in its own right consisting of a cluster architecture featuring hundreds of
computer nodes (this client-server approach is discussed in more detail in Section
1.4 and cluster approaches are discussed in Section 1.3.4). The centralized
architecture helps significantly in terms of the management of the virtual world
and the single copy also eases consistency concerns. The goal is then to ensure fast
response through optimizing network protocols and ensuring a rapid response to
incoming events. To support this, the load is partitioned by allocating individual
‘star systems’ to particular computers within the cluster, with highly loaded star
systems having their own dedicated computer and others sharing a computer.
Incoming events are directed to the right computers within the cluster by keeping
track of movement of players between star systems.
• Other MMOGs adopt more distributed architectures where the universe is
partitioned across a (potentially very large) number of servers that may also be
geographically distributed. Users are then dynamically allocated a particular
server based on current usage patterns and also the network delays to the server
(based on geographical proximity for example). This style of architecture, which
is adopted by EverQuest, is naturally extensible by adding new servers.
• Most commercial systems adopt one of the two models presented above, but
researchers are also now looking at more radical architectures that are not based
on client-server principles but rather adopt completely decentralized approaches
based on peer-to-peer technology where every participant contributes resources
(storage and processing) to accommodate the game. Further consideration of peerto-peer solutions is deferred until Chapters 2 and 10).

1.2.3

Financial trading
As a final example, we look at distributed systems support for financial trading markets.
The financial industry has long been at the cutting edge of distributed systems
technology with its need, in particular, for real-time access to a wide range of
information sources (for example, current share prices and trends, economic and
political developments). The industry employs automated monitoring and trading
applications (see below).
Note that the emphasis in such systems is on the communication and processing
of items of interest, known as events in distributed systems, with the need also to deliver
events reliably and in a timely manner to potentially very large numbers of clients who
have a stated interest in such information items. Examples of such events include a drop
in a share price, the release of the latest unemployment figures, and so on. This requires
a very different style of underlying architecture from the styles mentioned above (for
example client-server), and such systems typically employ what are known as
distributed event-based systems. We present an illustration of a typical use of such
systems below and return to this important topic in more depth in Chapter 6.
Figure 1.2 illustrates a typical financial trading system. This shows a series of
event feeds coming into a given financial institution. Such event feeds share the
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Figure 1.2

An example financial trading system
Trading strategies

FIX
Gateway

FIX
Adapter

Complex
Event Processing
Engine

Reuters
Adapter

FIX events

Reuters
Gateway

Reuters events

following characteristics. Firstly, the sources are typically in a variety of formats, such
as Reuters market data events and FIX events (events following the specific format of
the Financial Information eXchange protocol), and indeed from different event
technologies, thus illustrating the problem of heterogeneity as encountered in most
distributed systems (see also Section 1.5.1). The figure shows the use of adapters which
translate heterogeneous formats into a common internal format. Secondly, the trading
system must deal with a variety of event streams, all arriving at rapid rates, and often
requiring real-time processing to detect patterns that indicate trading opportunities. This
used to be a manual process but competitive pressures have led to increasing automation
in terms of what is known as Complex Event Processing (CEP), which offers a way of
composing event occurrences together into logical, temporal or spatial patterns.
This approach is primarily used to develop customized algorithmic trading
strategies covering both buying and selling of stocks and shares, in particular looking
for patterns that indicate a trading opportunity and then automatically responding by
placing and managing orders. As an example, consider the following script:
WHEN
MSFT price moves outside 2% of MSFT Moving Average
FOLLOWED-BY (
MyBasket moves up by 0.5%
AND
HPQ’s price moves up by 5%
OR
MSFT’s price moves down by 2%
)
)
ALL WITHIN
any 2 minute time period
THEN
BUY MSFT
SELL HPQ
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This script is based on the functionality provided by Apama [www.progress.com], a
commercial product in the financial world originally developed out of research carried
out at the University of Cambridge. The script detects a complex temporal sequence
based on the share prices of Microsoft, HP and a basket of other share prices, resulting
in decisions to buy or sell particular shares.
This style of technology is increasingly being used in other areas of financial
systems including the monitoring of trading activity to manage risk (in particular,
tracking exposure), to ensure compliance with regulations and to monitor for patterns of
activity that might indicate fraudulent transactions. In such systems, events are typically
intercepted and passed through what is equivalent to a compliance and risk firewall
before being processed (see also the discussion of firewalls in Section 1.3.1 below).

1.3

Trends in distributed systems
Distributed systems are undergoing a period of significant change and this can be traced
back to a number of influential trends:
• the emergence of pervasive networking technology;
• the emergence of ubiquitous computing coupled with the desire to support user
mobility in distributed systems;
• the increasing demand for multimedia services;
• the view of distributed systems as a utility.

1.3.1

Pervasive networking and the modern Internet
The modern Internet is a vast interconnected collection of computer networks of many
different types, with the range of types increasing all the time and now including, for
example, a wide range of wireless communication technologies such as WiFi, WiMAX,
Bluetooth (see Chapter 3) and third-generation mobile phone networks. The net result is
that networking has become a pervasive resource and devices can be connected (if
desired) at any time and in any place.
Figure 1.3 illustrates a typical portion of the Internet. Programs running on the
computers connected to it interact by passing messages, employing a common means of
communication. The design and construction of the Internet communication
mechanisms (the Internet protocols) is a major technical achievement, enabling a
program running anywhere to address messages to programs anywhere else and
abstracting over the myriad of technologies mentioned above.
The Internet is also a very large distributed system. It enables users, wherever they
are, to make use of services such as the World Wide Web, email and file transfer.
(Indeed, the Web is sometimes incorrectly equated with the Internet.) The set of services
is open-ended – it can be extended by the addition of server computers and new types of
service. The figure shows a collection of intranets – subnetworks operated by companies
and other organizations and typically protected by firewalls. The role of a firewall is to
protect an intranet by preventing unauthorized messages from leaving or entering. A
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is that in a distributed system written in an object-oriented language, resources may be
encapsulated as objects and accessed by client objects, in which case we speak of a client
object invoking a method upon a server object.
Many, but certainly not all, distributed systems can be constructed entirely in the
form of interacting clients and servers. The World Wide Web, email and networked
printers all fit this model. We discuss alternatives to client-server systems in Chapter 2.
An executing web browser is an example of a client. The web browser
communicates with a web server, to request web pages from it. We consider the Web
and its associated client-server architecture in more detail in Section 1.6.

1.5

Challenges
The examples in Section 1.2 are intended to illustrate the scope of distributed systems
and to suggest the issues that arise in their design. In many of them, significant
challenges were encountered and overcome. As the scope and scale of distributed
systems and applications is extended the same and other challenges are likely to be
encountered. In this section we describe the main challenges.

1.5.1

Heterogeneity
The Internet enables users to access services and run applications over a heterogeneous
collection of computers and networks. Heterogeneity (that is, variety and difference)
applies to all of the following:
• networks;
• computer hardware;
• operating systems;
• programming languages;
• implementations by different developers.
Although the Internet consists of many different sorts of network (illustrated in Figure
1.3), their differences are masked by the fact that all of the computers attached to them
use the Internet protocols to communicate with one another. For example, a computer
attached to an Ethernet has an implementation of the Internet protocols over the
Ethernet, whereas a computer on a different sort of network will need an implementation
of the Internet protocols for that network. Chapter 3 explains how the Internet protocols
are implemented over a variety of different networks.
Data types such as integers may be represented in different ways on different sorts
of hardware – for example, there are two alternatives for the byte ordering of integers.
These differences in representation must be dealt with if messages are to be exchanged
between programs running on different hardware.
Although the operating systems of all computers on the Internet need to include
an implementation of the Internet protocols, they do not necessarily all provide the same
application programming interface to these protocols. For example, the calls for
exchanging messages in UNIX are different from the calls in Windows.
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Different programming languages use different representations for characters and
data structures such as arrays and records. These differences must be addressed if
programs written in different languages are to be able to communicate with one another.
Programs written by different developers cannot communicate with one another
unless they use common standards, for example, for network communication and the
representation of primitive data items and data structures in messages. For this to
happen, standards need to be agreed and adopted – as have the Internet protocols.
Middleware • The term middleware applies to a software layer that provides a
programming abstraction as well as masking the heterogeneity of the underlying
networks, hardware, operating systems and programming languages. The Common
Object Request Broker (CORBA), which is described in Chapters 4, 5 and 8, is an
example. Some middleware, such as Java Remote Method Invocation (RMI) (see
Chapter 5), supports only a single programming language. Most middleware is
implemented over the Internet protocols, which themselves mask the differences of the
underlying networks, but all middleware deals with the differences in operating systems
and hardware – how this is done is the main topic of Chapter 4.
In addition to solving the problems of heterogeneity, middleware provides a
uniform computational model for use by the programmers of servers and distributed
applications. Possible models include remote object invocation, remote event
notification, remote SQL access and distributed transaction processing. For example,
CORBA provides remote object invocation, which allows an object in a program
running on one computer to invoke a method of an object in a program running on
another computer. Its implementation hides the fact that messages are passed over a
network in order to send the invocation request and its reply.
Heterogeneity and mobile code • The term mobile code is used to refer to program code
that can be transferred from one computer to another and run at the destination – Java
applets are an example. Code suitable for running on one computer is not necessarily
suitable for running on another because executable programs are normally specific both
to the instruction set and to the host operating system.
The virtual machine approach provides a way of making code executable on a
variety of host computers: the compiler for a particular language generates code for a
virtual machine instead of a particular hardware order code. For example, the Java
compiler produces code for a Java virtual machine, which executes it by interpretation.
The Java virtual machine needs to be implemented once for each type of computer to
enable Java programs to run.
Today, the most commonly used form of mobile code is the inclusion Javascript
programs in some web pages loaded into client browsers. This extension of Web
technology is discussed further in Section 1.6.

1.5.2

Openness
The openness of a computer system is the characteristic that determines whether the
system can be extended and reimplemented in various ways. The openness of distributed
systems is determined primarily by the degree to which new resource-sharing services
can be added and be made available for use by a variety of client programs.
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Openness cannot be achieved unless the specification and documentation of the
key software interfaces of the components of a system are made available to software
developers. In a word, the key interfaces are published. This process is akin to the
standardization of interfaces, but it often bypasses official standardization procedures,
which are usually cumbersome and slow-moving.
However, the publication of interfaces is only the starting point for adding and
extending services in a distributed system. The challenge to designers is to tackle the
complexity of distributed systems consisting of many components engineered by
different people.
The designers of the Internet protocols introduced a series of documents called
‘Requests For Comments’, or RFCs, each of which is known by a number. The
specifications of the Internet communication protocols were published in this series in
the early 1980s, followed by specifications for applications that run over them, such as
file transfer, email and telnet by the mid-1980s. This practice has continued and forms
the basis of the technical documentation of the Internet. This series includes discussions
as well as the specifications of protocols. Copies can be obtained from [www.ietf.org].
Thus the publication of the original Internet communication protocols has enabled a
variety of Internet systems and applications including the Web to be built. RFCs are not
the only means of publication. For example, the World Wide Web Consortium (W3C)
develops and publishes standards related to the working of the Web [www.w3.org].
Systems that are designed to support resource sharing in this way are termed open
distributed systems to emphasize the fact that they are extensible. They may be extended
at the hardware level by the addition of computers to the network and at the software
level by the introduction of new services and the reimplementation of old ones, enabling
application programs to share resources. A further benefit that is often cited for open
systems is their independence from individual vendors.
To summarize:
• Open systems are characterized by the fact that their key interfaces are published.
• Open distributed systems are based on the provision of a uniform communication
mechanism and published interfaces for access to shared resources.
• Open distributed systems can be constructed from heterogeneous hardware and
software, possibly from different vendors. But the conformance of each
component to the published standard must be carefully tested and verified if the
system is to work correctly.

1.5.3

Security
Many of the information resources that are made available and maintained in distributed
systems have a high intrinsic value to their users. Their security is therefore of
considerable importance. Security for information resources has three components:
confidentiality (protection against disclosure to unauthorized individuals), integrity
(protection against alteration or corruption), and availability (protection against
interference with the means to access the resources).
Section 1.1 pointed out that although the Internet allows a program in one
computer to communicate with a program in another computer irrespective of its
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location, security risks are associated with allowing free access to all of the resources in
an intranet. Although a firewall can be used to form a barrier around an intranet,
restricting the traffic that can enter and leave, this does not deal with ensuring the
appropriate use of resources by users within an intranet, or with the appropriate use of
resources in the Internet, that are not protected by firewalls.
In a distributed system, clients send requests to access data managed by servers,
which involves sending information in messages over a network. For example:
1. A doctor might request access to hospital patient data or send additions to that data.
2. In electronic commerce and banking, users send their credit card numbers across
the Internet.
In both examples, the challenge is to send sensitive information in a message over a
network in a secure manner. But security is not just a matter of concealing the contents
of messages – it also involves knowing for sure the identity of the user or other agent on
whose behalf a message was sent. In the first example, the server needs to know that the
user is really a doctor, and in the second example, the user needs to be sure of the identity
of the shop or bank with which they are dealing. The second challenge here is to identify
a remote user or other agent correctly. Both of these challenges can be met by the use of
encryption techniques developed for this purpose. They are used widely in the Internet
and are discussed in Chapter 11.
However, the following two security challenges have not yet been fully met:
Denial of service attacks: Another security problem is that a user may wish to
disrupt a service for some reason. This can be achieved by bombarding the service
with such a large number of pointless requests that the serious users are unable to use
it. This is called a denial of service attack. There have been several denial of service
attacks on well-known web services. Currently such attacks are countered by
attempting to catch and punish the perpetrators after the event, but that is not a
general solution to the problem. Countermeasures based on improvements in the
management of networks are under development, and these will be touched on in
Chapter 3.
Security of mobile code: Mobile code needs to be handled with care. Consider
someone who receives an executable program as an electronic mail attachment: the
possible effects of running the program are unpredictable; for example, it may seem
to display an interesting picture but in reality it may access local resources, or perhaps
be part of a denial of service attack. Some measures for securing mobile code are
outlined in Chapter 11.

1.5.4

Scalability
Distributed systems operate effectively and efficiently at many different scales, ranging
from a small intranet to the Internet. A system is described as scalable if it will remain
effective when there is a significant increase in the number of resources and the number
of users. The number of computers and servers in the Internet has increased
dramatically. Figure 1.6 shows the increasing number of computers and web servers
during the 12-year history of the Web up to 2005 [zakon.org]. It is interesting to note the
significant growth in both computers and web servers in this period, but also that the
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relative percentage is flattening out – a trend that is explained by the growth of fixed and
mobile personal computing. One web server may also increasingly be hosted on
multiple computers.
The design of scalable distributed systems presents the following challenges:
Controlling the cost of physical resources: As the demand for a resource grows, it
should be possible to extend the system, at reasonable cost, to meet it. For example,
the frequency with which files are accessed in an intranet is likely to grow as the
number of users and computers increases. It must be possible to add server computers
to avoid the performance bottleneck that would arise if a single file server had to
handle all file access requests. In general, for a system with n users to be scalable, the
quantity of physical resources required to support them should be at most O(n) – that
is, proportional to n. For example, if a single file server can support 20 users, then
two such servers should be able to support 40 users. Although that sounds an obvious
goal, it is not necessarily easy to achieve in practice, as we show in Chapter 12.
Controlling the performance loss: Consider the management of a set of data whose
size is proportional to the number of users or resources in the system – for example,
the table with the correspondence between the domain names of computers and their
Internet addresses held by the Domain Name System, which is used mainly to look
up DNS names such as www.amazon.com. Algorithms that use hierarchic structures
scale better than those that use linear structures. But even with hierarchic structures
an increase in size will result in some loss in performance: the time taken to access
hierarchically structured data is O(log n), where n is the size of the set of data. For a
system to be scalable, the maximum performance loss should be no worse than this.
Preventing software resources running out: An example of lack of scalability is
shown by the numbers used as Internet (IP) addresses (computer addresses in the
Internet). In the late 1970s, it was decided to use 32 bits for this purpose, but as will
be explained in Chapter 3, the supply of available Internet addresses is running out.
For this reason, a new version of the protocol with 128-bit Internet addresses is being
adopted, and this will require modifications to many software components. To be fair
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to the early designers of the Internet, there is no correct solution to this problem. It is
difficult to predict the demand that will be put on a system years ahead. Moreover,
overcompensating for future growth may be worse than adapting to a change when
we are forced to – larger Internet addresses will occupy extra space in messages and
in computer storage.
Avoiding performance bottlenecks: In general, algorithms should be decentralized
to avoid having performance bottlenecks. We illustrate this point with reference to
the predecessor of the Domain Name System, in which the name table was kept in a
single master file that could be downloaded to any computers that needed it. That was
fine when there were only a few hundred computers in the Internet, but it soon
became a serious performance and administrative bottleneck. The Domain Name
System removed this bottleneck by partitioning the name table between servers
located throughout the Internet and administered locally – see Chapters 3 and 13.
Some shared resources are accessed very frequently; for example, many users
may access the same web page, causing a decline in performance. We shall see in
Chapter 2 that caching and replication may be used to improve the performance of
resources that are very heavily used.
Ideally, the system and application software should not need to change when the scale
of the system increases, but this is difficult to achieve. The issue of scale is a dominant
theme in the development of distributed systems. The techniques that have been
successful are discussed extensively in this book. They include the use of replicated data
(Chapter 18), the associated technique of caching (Chapters 2 and 12) and the
deployment of multiple servers to handle commonly performed tasks, enabling several
similar tasks to be performed concurrently.

1.5.5

Failure handling
Computer systems sometimes fail. When faults occur in hardware or software, programs
may produce incorrect results or may stop before they have completed the intended
computation. We shall discuss and classify a range of possible failure types that can
occur in the processes and networks that comprise a distributed system in Chapter 2.
Failures in a distributed system are partial – that is, some components fail while
others continue to function. Therefore the handling of failures is particularly difficult.
The following techniques for dealing with failures are discussed throughout the book:
Detecting failures: Some failures can be detected. For example, checksums can be
used to detect corrupted data in a message or a file. Chapter 2 explains that it is
difficult or even impossible to detect some other failures, such as a remote crashed
server in the Internet. The challenge is to manage in the presence of failures that
cannot be detected but may be suspected.
Masking failures: Some failures that have been detected can be hidden or made less
severe. Two examples of hiding failures:
1. Messages can be retransmitted when they fail to arrive.
2. File data can be written to a pair of disks so that if one is corrupted, the other may
still be correct.
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Just dropping a message that is corrupted is an example of making a fault less severe
– it could be retransmitted. The reader will probably realize that the techniques
described for hiding failures are not guaranteed to work in the worst cases; for
example, the data on the second disk may be corrupted too, or the message may not
get through in a reasonable time however often it is retransmitted.
Tolerating failures: Most of the services in the Internet do exhibit failures – it would
not be practical for them to attempt to detect and hide all of the failures that might
occur in such a large network with so many components. Their clients can be
designed to tolerate failures, which generally involves the users tolerating them as
well. For example, when a web browser cannot contact a web server, it does not make
the user wait for ever while it keeps on trying – it informs the user about the problem,
leaving them free to try again later. Services that tolerate failures are discussed in the
paragraph on redundancy below.
Recovery from failures: Recovery involves the design of software so that the state of
permanent data can be recovered or ‘rolled back’ after a server has crashed. In
general, the computations performed by some programs will be incomplete when a
fault occurs, and the permanent data that they update (files and other material stored
in permanent storage) may not be in a consistent state. Recovery is described in
Chapter 17.
Redundancy: Services can be made to tolerate failures by the use of redundant
components. Consider the following examples:
1. There should always be at least two different routes between any two routers in
the Internet.
2. In the Domain Name System, every name table is replicated in at least two
different servers.
3. A database may be replicated in several servers to ensure that the data remains
accessible after the failure of any single server; the servers can be designed to
detect faults in their peers; when a fault is detected in one server, clients are
redirected to the remaining servers.
The design of effective techniques for keeping replicas of rapidly changing data upto-date without excessive loss of performance is a challenge. Approaches are
discussed in Chapter 18.
Distributed systems provide a high degree of availability in the face of hardware faults.
The availability of a system is a measure of the proportion of time that it is available for
use. When one of the components in a distributed system fails, only the work that was
using the failed component is affected. A user may move to another computer if the one
that they were using fails; a server process can be started on another computer.

1.5.6

Concurrency
Both services and applications provide resources that can be shared by clients in a
distributed system. There is therefore a possibility that several clients will attempt to
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access a shared resource at the same time. For example, a data structure that records bids
for an auction may be accessed very frequently when it gets close to the deadline time.
The process that manages a shared resource could take one client request at a time.
But that approach limits throughput. Therefore services and applications generally allow
multiple client requests to be processed concurrently. To make this more concrete,
suppose that each resource is encapsulated as an object and that invocations are executed
in concurrent threads. In this case it is possible that several threads may be executing
concurrently within an object, in which case their operations on the object may conflict
with one another and produce inconsistent results. For example, if two concurrent bids
at an auction are ‘Smith: $122’ and ‘Jones: $111’, and the corresponding operations are
interleaved without any control, then they might get stored as ‘Smith: $111’ and ‘Jones:
$122’.
The moral of this story is that any object that represents a shared resource in a
distributed system must be responsible for ensuring that it operates correctly in a
concurrent environment. This applies not only to servers but also to objects in
applications. Therefore any programmer who takes an implementation of an object that
was not intended for use in a distributed system must do whatever is necessary to make
it safe in a concurrent environment.
For an object to be safe in a concurrent environment, its operations must be
synchronized in such a way that its data remains consistent. This can be achieved by
standard techniques such as semaphores, which are used in most operating systems. This
topic and its extension to collections of distributed shared objects are discussed in
Chapters 7 and 17.

1.5.7

Transparency
Transparency is defined as the concealment from the user and the application
programmer of the separation of components in a distributed system, so that the system
is perceived as a whole rather than as a collection of independent components. The
implications of transparency are a major influence on the design of the system software.
The ANSA Reference Manual [ANSA 1989] and the International Organization
for Standardization’s Reference Model for Open Distributed Processing (RM-ODP)
[ISO 1992] identify eight forms of transparency. We have paraphrased the original
ANSA definitions, replacing their migration transparency with our own mobility
transparency, whose scope is broader:
Access transparency enables local and remote resources to be accessed using
identical operations.
Location transparency enables resources to be accessed without knowledge of their
physical or network location (for example, which building or IP address).
Concurrency transparency enables several processes to operate concurrently using
shared resources without interference between them.
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Replication transparency enables multiple instances of resources to be used to
increase reliability and performance without knowledge of the replicas by users or
application programmers.
Failure transparency enables the concealment of faults, allowing users and
application programs to complete their tasks despite the failure of hardware or
software components.
Mobility transparency allows the movement of resources and clients within a system
without affecting the operation of users or programs.
Performance transparency allows the system to be reconfigured to improve
performance as loads vary.
Scaling transparency allows the system and applications to expand in scale without
change to the system structure or the application algorithms.
The two most important transparencies are access and location transparency; their
presence or absence most strongly affects the utilization of distributed resources. They
are sometimes referred to together as network transparency.
As an illustration of access transparency, consider a graphical user interface with
folders, which is the same whether the files inside the folder are local or remote. Another
example is an API for files that uses the same operations to access both local and remote
files (see Chapter 12). As an example of a lack of access transparency, consider a
distributed system that does not allow you to access files on a remote computer unless
you make use of the ftp program to do so.
Web resource names or URLs are location-transparent because the part of the
URL that identifies a web server domain name refers to a computer name in a domain,
rather than to an Internet address. However, URLs are not mobility-transparent, because
someone’s personal web page cannot move to their new place of work in a different
domain – all of the links in other pages will still point to the original page.
In general, identifiers such as URLs that include the domain names of computers
prevent replication transparency. Although the DNS allows a domain name to refer to
several computers, it picks just one of them when it looks up a name. Since a replication
scheme generally needs to be able to access all of the participating computers, it would
need to access each of the DNS entries by name.
As an illustration of the presence of network transparency, consider the use of an
electronic mail address such as Fred.Flintstone@stoneit.com. The address consists of a
user’s name and a domain name. Sending mail to such a user does not involve knowing
their physical or network location. Nor does the procedure to send an email message
depend upon the location of the recipient. Thus electronic mail within the Internet
provides both location and access transparency (that is, network transparency).
Failure transparency can also be illustrated in the context of electronic mail, which
is eventually delivered, even when servers or communication links fail. The faults are
masked by attempting to retransmit messages until they are successfully delivered, even
if it takes several days. Middleware generally converts the failures of networks and
processes into programming-level exceptions (see Chapter 5 for an explanation).
To illustrate mobility transparency, consider the case of mobile phones. Suppose
that both caller and callee are travelling by train in different parts of a country, moving
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from one environment (cell) to another. We regard the caller’s phone as the client and
the callee’s phone as a resource. The two phone users making the call are unaware of the
mobility of the phones (the client and the resource) between cells.
Transparency hides and renders anonymous the resources that are not of direct
relevance to the task in hand for users and application programmers. For example, it is
generally desirable for similar hardware resources to be allocated interchangeably to
perform a task – the identity of a processor used to execute a process is generally hidden
from the user and remains anonymous. As pointed out in Section 1.3.2, this may not
always be what is required: for example, a traveller who attaches a laptop computer to
the local network in each office visited should make use of local services such as the
send mail service, using different servers at each location. Even within a building, it is
normal to arrange for a document to be printed at a particular, named printer: usually one
that is near to the user.

1.5.8

Quality of service
Once users are provided with the functionality that they require of a service, such as the
file service in a distributed system, we can go on to ask about the quality of the service
provided. The main nonfunctional properties of systems that affect the quality of the
service experienced by clients and users are reliability, security and performance.
Adaptability to meet changing system configurations and resource availability has been
recognized as a further important aspect of service quality.
Reliability and security issues are critical in the design of most computer systems.
The performance aspect of quality of service was originally defined in terms of
responsiveness and computational throughput, but it has been redefined in terms of
ability to meet timeliness guarantees, as discussed in the following paragraphs.
Some applications, including multimedia applications, handle time-critical data –
streams of data that are required to be processed or transferred from one process to
another at a fixed rate. For example, a movie service might consist of a client program
that is retrieving a film from a video server and presenting it on the user’s screen. For a
satisfactory result the successive frames of video need to be displayed to the user within
some specified time limits.
In fact, the abbreviation QoS has effectively been commandeered to refer to the
ability of systems to meet such deadlines. Its achievement depends upon the availability
of the necessary computing and network resources at the appropriate times. This implies
a requirement for the system to provide guaranteed computing and communication
resources that are sufficient to enable applications to complete each task on time (for
example, the task of displaying a frame of video).
The networks commonly used today have high performance – for example, BBC
iPlayer generally performs acceptably – but when networks are heavily loaded their
performance can deteriorate, and no guarantees are provided. QoS applies to operating
systems as well as networks. Each critical resource must be reserved by the applications
that require QoS, and there must be resource managers that provide guarantees.
Reservation requests that cannot be met are rejected. These issues will be addressed
further in Chapter 20.

